Biblical Names - Word Search

You probably know someone named after a biblical character. The words in this word search are hidden across and down, no backwards.

B N D T E S T H E R
E O A H J E S U S C
V A V O J G P M A A
E H I M A O H O U I
S A D A M L I S L N
A S P S E I L E I E
M A E E S A I S S M
S B T U N T P E A A
O E E J O H N D A R
N L R C P A U L C K

ABEL
ADAM
CAIN
DAVID

ESTHER
EVE
GOLIATH
ISAAC

JAMES
JESUS
JOHN
MARK

MOSES
NOAH
PAUL
PETER

PHILIP
SAMSON
SAUL
THOMAS
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ABEL    ESTHER    JAMES    MOSES    PHILIP
ADAM    EVE       JESUS     NOAH      SAMSON
CAIN     GOLIATH   JOHN      PAUL      SAUL
DAVID    ISAAC     MARK      PETER     THOMAS
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